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Delicious and wholesome vegan slow cooker recipes right at your fingertips! This is a must-have
for any vegan (FREE BONUS INCLUDED)KINDLE UNLIMITED READERS can read this book
for FREE!Looking for some great-tasting vegan recipes to impress yourself, family and friends?
No pantry is complete without some good slow cooker recipes, especially when it comes to
being vegan. There are so many amazing vegan slow cooker recipes!Vegan: The Vegan Slow
Cooker Cookbook - Delicious, Savory Vegan Recipes for Your Slow Cooker will give you instant
access to over 40 vegan slow cooker recipes so you can get started today.PLUS… there's a
FREE BONUS inside, for a limited time only -- so download the book today!Here’s what one
reader thought of the book:"One of the best cook book I've read. I was trying to find something
new until I foundthis! This book showcases new vegan recipes... It also talksabout the benefits
we can achieve by using the slow cooker." - Spencer, reader on Ebook Library*NO RISK
GUARANTEE:*I’m very confident you’ll like this book, but if you read it and feel that it does not
deliver the value promised, you can simply email my publisher (contact info inside this book) and
we’ll issue a 100% refund to you.Ready to find your favorite vegan slow cooker recipes?
DOWNLOAD now to get started!



Vegan: The Vegan Slow Cooker CookbookDelicious, Savory Vegan Recipes for Your Slow
Cooker Jenny Walker© Copyright 2016 - All rights reserved.In no way is it legal to reproduce,
duplicate, or transmit any part of this document in either electronic means or in printed format.
Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited and any storage of this document is not
allowed unless with written permission from the publisher. All rights reserved. The information
provided herein is stated to be truthful and consistent, in that any liability, in terms of inattention
or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any policies, processes, or directions contained within is
the solitary and utter responsibility of the recipient reader. Under no circumstances will any legal
responsibility or blame be held against the publisher for any reparation, damages, or monetary
loss due to the information herein, either directly or indirectly. Respective authors own all
copyrights not held by the publisher. Legal Notice:This book is copyright protected. This is only
for personal use. You cannot amend, distribute, sell, use, quote or paraphrase any part or the
content within this book without the consent of the author or copyright owner. Legal action will be
pursued if this is breached. Disclaimer Notice:Please note the information contained within this
document is for educational and entertainment purposes only. Every attempt has been made to
provide accurate, up to date and reliable complete information. No warranties of any kind are
expressed or implied. Readers acknowledge that the author is not engaging in the rendering of
legal, financial, medical or professional advice. By reading this document, the reader agrees that
under no circumstances are we responsible for any losses, direct or indirect, which are incurred
as a result of the use of information contained within this document, including, but not limited to,
—errors, omissions, or inaccuracies. Table of Contents Introduction Chapter 1: Slow Cooker
Benefits Chapter 2: Slow Cooker Vegan Chili Chapter 3: Slow Cooker Vegan Soups Chapter 4:
Slow Cooker Vegan Curries Chapter 5: Regional Slow Cooker Vegan
Favorites Conclusion IntroductionWhile making the choice to be vegan should make you proud
for what you are doing on the behalf of all other living beings; there is no denying that some days
it can be difficult to find the time to make something that is as fresh and healthy as you would
otherwise like. That’s why Vegan: Over 40 Flavorful & Healthy Vegan Recipes for Your Slow
Cooker exists so that you have all the tools you need to keep up your commitment to a vegan
lifestyle 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.Inside, you will find everything you need to create a
myriad of slow cooker vegan chilies, slow cooker vegan soups, slow cooker vegan curries as
well as slow cooker regional favorites from around the globe. Get ready to eat better and faster
than you ever thought possible. You do so much for the planet already, get ready to give back to
yourself; your taste buds will thank you. Chapter 1: Slow Cooker Benefits Ever since their
invention in the 1970s, many people have loved slow cookers for the freedom and meal
preparation alternatives they provide. Slow cooking meals has since become a popular
alternative to actively slaving over the stove for an hour or more at a time. Slow cookers are also
a great choice for those who are looking for healthier eating opportunities but don’t feel as



though they have the time for traditional meal preparation. The slow-cooking action automatically
blends disparate flavors together, creating fantastic tastes without all the trial and error related to
more traditional cooking methods.What’s more, studies show that cooking food this way actually
improve its nutritional value by increasing the bioavailability of nutrients. This is especially true
when it comes to tomatoes as heated tomatoes are known to produce more lycopene than their
raw counterparts which is an antioxidant related to heart health.The same also goes for lutein,
an antioxidant that promotes eye health that is found in spinach and corn in higher amounts after
these ingredients have been cooked using a slow cooker. Legumes respond the best of all to
heat, giving off up to four times as many antioxidants after they have been cooked using a slow
cooker than they contain when raw.Foods that are cooked at higher temperatures are also more
likely to produce what are known as advanced glycation end products or AGEs. These AGEs are
a form of toxin which is easily absorbed into the body during consumption and have been linked
to kidney disease, Alzheimer’s disease, vascular issues, diabetes, insulin resistance and
inflammation. This is where slow cooking especially shines as the low temperatures typically
used reduce the risk of AGEs in vegetables entirely.In addition, using a slow cooker will provide
you with the ability to decrease the amount of processed foods that you consume on a regular
basis. Starting a meal in the morning and knowing it is waiting for you at the end of the day will
make it much easier to avoid grabbing something processed on the way home, and you can
even take the leftovers to lunch the next day meaning you don’t have to resort to processed
foods when it comes to actively remaining vegan.In order to get the most out of your slow
cooker, it is important to consider the differences between it and other types of meal preparation
and plan accordingly. Vegetables that are extra firm are a good choice as they will soften up
when given the change.It is also important to consider how to season slow cooker meals
properly in order to ensure you foods are as flavorful as possible. Always sauté your vegetables
whenever possible in order to get the fullest flavors. In addition, consider trying spicier foods
than you are typically used to as the flavors will blend and mellow more than with other types of
preparation.
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inflammation. This is where slow cooking especially shines as the low temperatures typically
used reduce the risk of AGEs in vegetables entirely.In addition, using a slow cooker will provide
you with the ability to decrease the amount of processed foods that you consume on a regular
basis. Starting a meal in the morning and knowing it is waiting for you at the end of the day will
make it much easier to avoid grabbing something processed on the way home, and you can
even take the leftovers to lunch the next day meaning you don’t have to resort to processed
foods when it comes to actively remaining vegan.In order to get the most out of your slow
cooker, it is important to consider the differences between it and other types of meal preparation
and plan accordingly. Vegetables that are extra firm are a good choice as they will soften up
when given the change.It is also important to consider how to season slow cooker meals
properly in order to ensure you foods are as flavorful as possible. Always sauté your vegetables
whenever possible in order to get the fullest flavors. In addition, consider trying spicier foods
than you are typically used to as the flavors will blend and mellow more than with other types of
preparation. Chapter 2: Slow Cooker Vegan Chili Bulgur ChiliThis recipe makes 6 servings and
requires about 15 minutes of preparation and 8 hours of cooking on a low heat.What’s in ItBlack
pepper (to taste)Salt (to taste)Cayenne pepper (to taste)Oregano (1 tsp. dried)Cumin (2
tsp.)Chili powder (2 T)Cocoa powder (1 T)Brown sugar (2 T)Pinto beans (14 oz. drained)Kidney
beans (14 oz. drained)Tomatoes (14 oz. can diced)Coffee (1 cup brewed)Vegetable broth (1
cup)Garlic (2 cloves minced)Red bell pepper (.5 cups diced)White button mushrooms (2 cups
sliced)Yellow onion (2 cups diced)Bulgur wheat (.75 cups)How’s It MadeAdd the bulgur to a
large bowl before adding boiling water (2 cups) to the bowl as well. Allow the bulgur to soak for
15 minutes before draining the bowl and squeezing the results to remove excess water.Combine
all of the ingredients together in your slow cooker and mix well. Cover the slow cooker and let it
cook on a low heat for 8 hours.Season as desired, serve hot and enjoy. Pumpkin and Black
Bean ChiliThis recipe makes 6 servings and requires about 10 minutes of preparation and 8
hours of cooking on a low heat.What's in ItBlack pepper (to taste)Salt (to taste)Cloves (.25 tsp.
ground)Nutmeg (.25 tsp.)Cumin (1 tsp.)Cinnamon (1 tsp.)Chili powder (1 T)Yellow bell pepper (1
medium diced)Yellow onion (2 cups diced)Pumpkin (1 cup pureed)Tomatoes (29 oz.
diced)Black beans (45 oz. drained)How's It Made Combine all of the ingredients together in a
slow cooker that is at least 4-quarts and mix well.Cover the slow cooker and let it cook on a low
heat for 8 hours.Season as desired, serve hot and enjoy. Cauliflower ChiliThis recipe makes 6
servings and requires about 15 minutes of preparation and 8 hours of cooking on a low
heat.What's in ItBlack pepper (to taste)Salt (to taste)Cayenne pepper (to taste)Cumin (2
tsp.)Chili powder (1 T)Brown sugar (2 T)Hot sauce (.5 cups)Green chilies (4 oz. diced)Tomatoes
(28 oz. can diced, in juice)Cannellini beans (4 cups cooked)White onion (2 cups
diced)Cauliflower (4 cups florets)
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(to taste)Salt (to taste)Cayenne pepper (to taste)Oregano (1 tsp. dried)Cumin (2 tsp.)Chili
powder (2 T)Cocoa powder (1 T)Brown sugar (2 T)Pinto beans (14 oz. drained)Kidney beans
(14 oz. drained)Tomatoes (14 oz. can diced)Coffee (1 cup brewed)Vegetable broth (1 cup)Garlic
(2 cloves minced)Red bell pepper (.5 cups diced)White button mushrooms (2 cups sliced)Yellow
onion (2 cups diced)Bulgur wheat (.75 cups)How’s It MadeAdd the bulgur to a large bowl before
adding boiling water (2 cups) to the bowl as well. Allow the bulgur to soak for 15 minutes before
draining the bowl and squeezing the results to remove excess water.Combine all of the
ingredients together in your slow cooker and mix well. Cover the slow cooker and let it cook on a
low heat for 8 hours.Season as desired, serve hot and enjoy. Pumpkin and Black Bean ChiliThis
recipe makes 6 servings and requires about 10 minutes of preparation and 8 hours of cooking
on a low heat.What's in ItBlack pepper (to taste)Salt (to taste)Cloves (.25 tsp. ground)Nutmeg
(.25 tsp.)Cumin (1 tsp.)Cinnamon (1 tsp.)Chili powder (1 T)Yellow bell pepper (1 medium
diced)Yellow onion (2 cups diced)Pumpkin (1 cup pureed)Tomatoes (29 oz. diced)Black beans
(45 oz. drained)How's It Made Combine all of the ingredients together in a slow cooker that is at
least 4-quarts and mix well.Cover the slow cooker and let it cook on a low heat for 8
hours.Season as desired, serve hot and enjoy. Cauliflower ChiliThis recipe makes 6 servings
and requires about 15 minutes of preparation and 8 hours of cooking on a low heat.What's in
ItBlack pepper (to taste)Salt (to taste)Cayenne pepper (to taste)Cumin (2 tsp.)Chili powder (1
T)Brown sugar (2 T)Hot sauce (.5 cups)Green chilies (4 oz. diced)Tomatoes (28 oz. can diced,
in juice)Cannellini beans (4 cups cooked)White onion (2 cups diced)Cauliflower (4 cups
florets)How's It Made Combine all of the ingredients together in a slow cooker that is at least 3-
quarts and mix well.Cover the slow cooker and let it cook on a low heat for at least 8
hours.Season as desired, serve hot and enjoy. Mango and Black Bean ChiliThis recipe makes 6
servings and requires about 15 minutes of preparation and 8 hours of cooking on a low
heat.What's in ItBlack pepper (to taste)Salt (to taste)Mango (2 cups diced)Allspice (.25
tsp.)Cinnamon (.5 tsp.)Paprika (.5 tsp.)Cumin (1 tsp.)Chili powder (1 T)Golden raisins (. 5
cups)Orange juice (.5 cups)Black beans (4 cups cooked)Tomatoes (28 oz. diced)Jalapeno
pepper (1 diced)Garlic (3 cloves minced)Yellow onion (2 cups diced)How's It Made Combine all
of the ingredients, besides the mangoes) together in a slow cooker that is at least 3-quarts and
mix well.Cover the slow cooker and let it cook on a low heat for at least 8 hours.Add in the
mango and mix well before letting the slow cooker cook for another 10 minutes.Season as
desired, serve hot and enjoy.
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Hunter, “Be Vegan, lead a healthy life…. One of the best cook guide books I've read. This is a
great Vegan cookbook for me, I was trying to find something like this!There are given different
recipes in detail. These vegetables are very useful for your health. The recipes all are new to me
and are good for diet. If you like hot andspicy, there are vegan chili recipes. There are also
vegan soups, curries and other vegan favorites.Now-a-days, it’s very difficult to lead a healthy
life because of unhealthy foods everywhere. But I strongly believe it is easy to be healthy being a
Vegan. I enjoyed this book and highly recommended to all.”

Michael Hardy, “Using a slow cooker is a great way to save time and still prepare a nutritious ....
Using a slow cooker is a great way to save time and still prepare a nutritious meal. You can
assemble the meal and put it in the slow cooker in a few hours dinner will be ready without much
mess or many dishes to clean. A slow cooker uses a lot less energy compared with a standard
oven and just because you are saving time and money doesn't mean you are sacrificing taste.
Vegetables cooked in a slow cooker can absorb stocks and spices, giving them fuller flavors.
Jenny Walker did a great job writing this book and I unquestionably enjoyed all the delicious
vegan recipes that are included. I really recommend it.”

Scheid, “Check it out - all who wants to go vegan!. For me its not easy to come up with vegan
dishes. Most probably it would be a green salad in my case. Inside this book there are 5
categories of recipes - vegan chilli, curries, favorites, and soups. This gave me many options to
choose from. I wish there were a mouthwatering image to accompany the recipes, it will make
this book seem more complete. Nevertheless the recipes were very easy to understand. The
ingredients, their quantities and directions are very neatly written. This is a rather supportive
book for all who want to go vegan but think it does not have much to offer.”

jace kiss, “It convinces me why it is a good idea to invest in one. I cannot fathom the importance
and relevance of a slow cooker. This book teaches me that yes, a slow cooker has a lot of
benefits. It convinces me why it is a good idea to invest in one. It convinces me to use it for
cooking especially since I am not into takeout food and pizza. I love to cook and I love to cook
for the girlfriend.”

book crow, “Five Stars. Great Transaction, Thank you.”

The book by Mike Mahon has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 7 people have provided feedback.
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